physical influences, As a result, the past relations of ethics and medicine to relialon, particularly Chi-istiamity, have been ne ~eeted and even seriously misconstrued.
In this volume, Darrel Amundsen be._pgns to set this record straight by exaui~inin~ the interactions between medicine, ethics, and relialon in the ancient, patristic, and medieval eras, In eleven essays, two of them previously unpublished, the author compares and contrasts the attitudes of Ctn-istianity to those of medicine in each era, To.~ether, these essays provide a convincin.~ cotmteiview to the oversimplification and misunderstandings promulgated in the scholarly literature of the last several decades.
Alntmdsen covers a wide ra~l~e of topics, e,~,, care of the dy in~ and incm-able patient, attitudes toward suicide, the duties of the physician in plague times, the care of defective children, the practice of medicine by the cler_~, and the medical and societal responses to syphilis and AIDS. In each case, the author, whose back.Wound is in classical philology, offers a close textual analysis of both primary and secondary sources. Each chapter is carefully documented and armotated, Amundsen makes a clear and well au-.a~ted case a.~ainst mistmderstandin.~ in recent scholarship on these issues. In his first chapter, /Mntaldsen tmifies the broad raal~e of topics around two major themes: (1) the boundaries between religion and medicine and the way they have changed in each era; and I2) the emergence in the Ctn-istiaal era of the plinciple of re spect for human life and its sanctity as exemplified in Ctn-istian medical ethics. The complexity and the arnhig~ities that have marked the relation between medicine and Christianity are set forth in a way that belies the en-oneous and simplistic presuppo sitions of contemporary scholarship, Among the misconceptions that Amundsen clarifies are these: that medicine and the Ctn-istiam reli.pgon were hostile rivals competing to treat the sick in contradictory ways; that Ctn-istian ity tolerated suicide by its disdain for earthly existence, that it fostered medical abandonment of the incurably ill, that AIDS is compared to the placate (when in reality he believes syphilis is the more likely a~lalo.gy); that treatises on medical ethics did not exist 
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